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BACKGROUND
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Markowitz, H. M. (1991) “Individual Versus Institutional Investing,” 

Financial Services Review, 1 (1), pp. 1-8.

Household financial decisions for the individual or family should be 

considered part of the “Game of Life” that the individual or family 
plays out.

Object to be analyzed: a nuclear family.

Unattached individual, a couple, or a family with children.

Eventually the children leave home to set up their own nuclear 
families.

One spouse dies; one survives.

The remaining spouse dies, the family’s wealth is distributed to heirs 
and charity. 

The game of life is over for the subject family.
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The model should  include

-finding a job

-losing a job

-buying a house 

-selling a house

-buying consumer durables and clothes

-consumer credit

-becoming incapacitated

-getting well

-IRAs, Keoghs, Social Security, pension plans

-various kinds of insurance

-deciding to retire
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SERENDIPITY #1

Late in the 1990s Sherrie Grabot, CEO of GuidedChoice, asked me to 

set up a team to develop GC’s “engine.” The interactive front-end and 

database manager was being built by a team in Bangalore.

-I gave Sherrie a copy of Markowitz (1991)

-agreed to form a San Diego-based R&D team

-GC would not try to build a complete Game-of-Life model, 

but set it as an ideal—North Star—towards which we would

direct our model-building 

-starting with the immediate objective of helping investors save for 

their retirement.
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The GC R&D team (Ming Wang, Gan Lin Xu and me) 

designed and supervised the building of programs and procedures to:

(1) Make forward looking estimates of asset class expected 
returns, variances and covariances;

(2) Generate an MV efficient frontier at the asset class level;

(3) Elicit from a new client (401k plan sponsor), plan specifics such as

-investible securities

-matching policy

(4) Assign a portfolio of plan-permitted investments to each MV 
efficient asset class portfolio;
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(5) Elicit from a participant, and/or the plan’s record keeper, 

information needed by the GC simulator;

(6) Inform participant of results of Monte Carlo analysis:

-probabilities of possible post retirement consumption levels,

-for current portfolio versus recommended portfolio,

-taking into account savings rate, matching policy, selected 

portfolio,

-include Social Security and spouse’s income if participant 

elects,

-allow participant to vary the above.

(7) Instruct the plan’s record keeper to execute GC’s advice if the 

participant so elects; and 

(8) Report account status to the participant and the plan sponsor.
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These programs and procedures (plus the front-end being developed by a team 

in Bangalore) constitute GuidedChoice’s Decision Support System (DSS).

The GC simulator imbedded in the GC DSS, see (6) above, had to model

(A) How asset class returns evolve (randomly) through time;

(B) What parameters (e.g. savings rate, risk level) the participant can 
choose;

(C) How (A) and (B) interact to determine the participant’s 
consumption levels;

(D) A utility function to “score” alternate consumption scenarios.
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For details, see

wharton.upenn.edu/wharton-jacobs-levy-prize/2013-prize-winner

Markowitz, H. M. (2015) Consumption, Investment and Insurance

in the Game of Life.  Journal of Investment Management, Vol. 13.

No.1, pp. 1-19.

For more details, see
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Markowitz, H. M. (2016) “Risk-Return Analysis: The Theory and Practice of 

Rational Investing.” Volume II. McGraw-Hill 

Chapter 6  The Portfolio Selection Context

Temporal Context 

Game of Life Context

Chapter 7  Modelling Dynamic Systems

Why simulate? Six examples from this volume; 

EAS-E Modelling

Simulation

DSS building  

Chapter 8  Game Theory and Dynamic Programming

Partitions, Information, Conditional Probability
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Chapter 9 The Mossin-Samuelson Model

The Samuelson/Markowitz dispute 

Glide Paths

Chapter 10 Portfolio Selection as a Social Choice

Stakeholders in the portfolio selection choice

Chapter 11 Judgment and Approximation

Markowitz (1959) Chapter 13

Markowitz & van Dijk

Blay & Markowitz TCPA

Buckets

Chapter 12 The Future

Moore’s Law

The Computer and the Brain (revisited)

An EAS-E future
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SERENDIPITY #2

The Bangalore team delivered late and buggy.  

We got to also build the Front-end and Database Manager. 

This provided a “proof of concept” for the  EAS-E View as 

applied to Decision Support Systems (DDSs) 

A brief word about the EAS-E (Entity, Attribute, Set & Event)

view of Dynamic System Modelling:
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Originally developed as part of 

SIMSCRIPT (I): A Simulation Programming Language

SIMSCRIPT II, “Applicable to database as well as  

simulated systems” (Database entities never implemented.) 

See my long, sad story in my Selected Works, pp. 147 to 153.

Markowitz, H. M. (1963) SIMSCRIPT in Encyclopedia of Computer  Science and 

Technology, Vol. 13, Marcel Dekker. Inc. New York and Basel.

Some articles reproduced in Markowitz, H. M. Selected Works, 

World Scientific.

Used to simulate a great variety of complex dynamic systems, for 

example
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Exhibit 7.1 The Joint Theater Level Simulation

The Joint Theater Level Simulation (JTLS) is a web-enabled, interactive 

wargaming and Operational Plan (OPLAN) analysis system. The core model 

for JTLS is written in SIMSCRIPT. JTLS is extensively used by the United 

States, NATO, and over 20 countries for decision analyses, 

contingency/management plan evaluation, experimentation, emergency 

preparedness training, command post exercise support, and the creation of a 

coalition coordination environment suitable for use by groups of multi-national 

civil and military agencies.

JTLS users gain insight into the problems and importance of effective 

information sharing, interoperability, and coordination in response to natural 

disasters or military conflicts requiring either regional or worldwide response 

efforts. The Simulation has been connected to most Common Operational 

Pictures and many C4ISR systems. It has been offered to the US OSD as a 

decision support capability for Effects Based Fiscal Planning (EBFP). JTLS is 

an easily configurable, flexible system that can be used by one person 

conducting an analysis or by over 200 users in an exercise decision 

environment. (continued)
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Exhibit 7.1 (continued)

JTLS started development in 1983 and is still under constant expansion 
and improvement in 2015. The system has grown along with the 
advancements in computer technology over the entire 30 year spectrum. 
This was possible in part because of the ease with which a well-
defined model structure can be defined using the SIMSCRIPT 
programming language. It is configuration managed by the US Joint 
Staff/J7, Suffolk, Virginia. The Simulation is developed, maintained and 
distributed by ROLANDS & ASSOCIATES Corporation from Del Rey 
Oaks, California. Information about JTLS and its availability may be 
obtained by contacting Dr. R. Jay Roland at 
President@ROLANDS.com or reviewing more detailed information 
concerning the system at www.rolands.com

See Chapter 7 in Volume II for further application areas and examples, 
including financial applications.
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In GuidedChoice the EAS-E view

helped planning process

helped align plan and implementation

helped document system for new employees and 

maintenance

Implemented with an ORACLE (Relational) Database Manager

I worked out the EAS documentation, from the Bangalore 

Team’s inscrutable “documentation” (looked like a platter 

of meatballs and tangled spaghetti) continually checked 

with Sherrie Grabot as to whether this was what she really

wanted.

GanLin Xu (Ph.D., mathematics, Carnegie Mellon) programmed.

An extract from GC’s EAS Table follows:
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Is this Finance?

To paraphrase a former president 

“It depends on how you define “Finance.”

To paraphrase a Belafonte song

“Not me, but the people they say, that”

If a highly mathematical article that assumes that the real estate 

market—including the purchase or sale of shopping centers and 

class A buildings—is a Black-Scholes market, and gets published 

in a journal whose name includes the word “Finance”

That’s “Finance”
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WHEREAS

An essay on how to implement Financial DSSs that can’t get 

published in such a journal 

is not Finance

The people they say, that but not me
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OK

So, we built a complex system in remarkably fast time

with remarkably little resources.

BUT

Did we help the client???
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PROGRESS
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A DSS design must

-partition the world into those aspects which the DSS will take 

into account versus those which will be ignored or left to human 

judgment.

-The Markowitz (1991) game-of-life proposal seeks to move 

more aspects of the financial planning process from judgment to 

analysis.

Must model

(1) How the expanded state-space evolves;

(2) How decisions affect payoff; and

(3) How to assign utilities to payoff scenarios.
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The last requirement poses the greatest challenge.

-The simulated family’s enjoyment at one point in time depends on

-family size

-house or apartment size

-need to move, etc.

-The life-time score involves a trade-off between, e.g. 

a larger house when young versus a warmer climate after retirement.

-Development of a utility function for scoring life scenarios may 

require many disciplines, and much debate back and forth.

-The process should produce light as well as heat.

“If you think mathematics is hard, it is because you think life is easy.”

John von Neumann
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Currently

-Tax Cognizant Portfolio Analysis (TCPA)

with random mortality (at GuidedChoice)

-Rady EAS-E

Alasdar Mullarney and Gan Lin Xu

Rady School

-Volume III

First principles
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